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The mother tells to the child...
Do you know that when zoos were first opened to
the public, the keepers had to protect the animals
againstattacks by spectators?

The spectators felt the animals were there to be
insulted and abused, like prisoners in a triumph.
We had a war once against theanimals, which we
called hunting, though in fact war and hunting are
the same thing. [...] That war went on for millions of
years. We won it definitively only a few hundred
years ago, when we invented firearms.

It is only since victory became absolute that we
have been able to afford to cultivate compassion.
But our compassion is very thinly spread. Beneath
it is a more primitive attitude.
(Coetzee, 2001:104)
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INTRODUCTION

This study aims to understand two points. Firstly, people's motivations for
visiting Barcelona Zoo (BZ) and whatuse theymakeof this;secondly, what the
citizens of Barcelona really think of thisZoo.

The innovative nature of this study lies in its
analysisof the functions assumed by the entity, and
the
social
perception
thatthe
latter
generatesamongst the general public as regards the
promotion of environmental education and the
conservation of biodiversity.
This study looks at the opinions of those surveyed,
which have been compiled based on open
questions and not on pre-established responses.
This makes it possible to understand visitors' and
citizens'
perspectives
qualitatively
and
quantitatively. The information collected highlights
the fact that BZ's aims as an environmental
education supplier are not fulfilled due to a lack of
interest amongst visitors. The use and relevance of
BZ is consequently called into question.

This study
aims to be
potentially
useful
when
designing new
strategies in
the field of
environmental
education.

This study aims to be potentially useful when
designing new strategies in the field of
environmental education.
Professor of Tourism, Sophie K. Turley (2001)
states that the importance of zoos lies in the fact
that they represent an opportunity for family outings
or outdoor trips. The interviewees of this
questionnaire provided this type of response. The
majority of visitors could not remember the
information detailed on the Zoo's information
panels. It is revealing that visitors themselves
acknowledged and asserted that the animals are in
awful conditions. Nevertheless, the visitors - the
majority of whom are families with children understand that visits to the Zoo are beneficial for
children.
The situation depicted by this study isobserved in
the city of Barcelona - and has already been seen in
other cities in Europe, Australia, Canada and the
USA, which are leading sites in terms of zoo
organisation and management.
BZ has a surface area of 13.5 hectares and holds
2,200 specimens from over 315 species of animals both exotic and indigenous fauna. It was opened in
1892 after its premises formed part of the 1888
World's Fair. Over one million people per year visit
BZ;33,000 families are members, representing
100,000
people.
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The Zoo makes known that it collaborates with
several European and international programmes to
raise awareness of, and conserve, endangered
species. In addition, it promotes a programme of
conservation and research grants and supports
universities all over the world. It also carries out
projects for the conservation of autochthonous and
allochthonous fauna in collaboration with other
entities. Its main mission is the conservation of wildlife
and global biodiversity by means of research and
entertainment in order to raiseawareness of the need
to respect species, habitats and ecosystems in
general.
As a Spanish zoo, BZ must meetthe regulations and
laws of the European Union member states. It falls
within the European legal framework and Spanish
Law 31/2003 art. 4b of 27 October.
Consequently, BZ must maintain the will and
intentionto raise awareness and educate visitors after all,this is a very significant component both for
justifying the existence of the Zoo itself and for
keeping the cultural concept of a zoo alive.
The educational message reaches BZ's visitors by
several different modes: posters, videos, guides and
exhibitions. This study focuses on the information
panels as the main method of information
documenting the animal exhibitions. Questionnaires
show whether visitors have read the panels, what
information they remember and what they have
learned. These indicators reveal the visitors' interest
inlearning about the conservation of the wild species
exhibited, and about biodiversity.
BZ also has different infrastructures and services for
visitors such as a restaurant area, a play area for
children, souvenir shop, photography services,
trains and ponies. All of these offer a calm and
family-friendly atmosphere. We wanted to find out
how important these facilities are for visitors and
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INTRODUCTION

This study
aims to
find out whether
citizens identify
with and feel
represented by
the current zoo
model.

to

do

so,

two

open

questions

were

formulatedregarding
the
positive
and
negativeaspects that are most valued at BZ. This
provides reliable hints as to public perception of
BZ's facilities. This study aims to identify the
motivation(s)behind the visit in order to understand
the objective:
What do people hope to achieve by going there?
Firstly, sociological questions are used to define the
visitor profile; secondly, individual responses are
used to identify the nature of their motivation. A
second questionnaire, carried out at different
locations in Barcelona, collects information that is
therefore not linked tothe immediate effect of having
visited BZ. This study aims to find out whether
citizens identify with and feel represented by the
current zoo model, and what their future priorities
would be.
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Monika Ebenhöh (1992) already pointed out that the
zoos of the future for families and children would
include high-tech exhibitions - virtual and interactive
situations designed to create zoos featuring native
species. It is worth highlighting that the educational
message of a potential new zoo would have to be
linked with
preserving the local natural resources of the
geographical area in which the zoo is located. The
animals' welfaremust play a key role in the
educational message issued to visitors. Wildlife
management consultant Iván Lozano-Ortega (2004;
513) invites us to reflect on whether the educational
message would be successful “if […] spectators see
an animal with behavioural disorders in an
enclosure that is not very suitable in terms of space
and complexity,which does not generate any kind of
respect or admiration for such”.
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1.
SC I E NT I FI C ME T H O D
OL O G Y
A N D PR OC E DU R E S
O F T HE
ST U DY :
O BJ E C T I V E S,
HY P OT HE SI S A N D
A NA L Y SI S
ME T H O D O L O GY

This section details how this research was conducted: the objectives,
preliminary hypothesis and methodology of the questionnaires, as well as
how the questionnaires results were analysed.

The main objective and central focus of the study is
to ascertainpublic opinion of BZ, so the following
objectives depend on this:
...Find out public opinion of BZ.
...Analyse the personal motivations and interests of

humans is entirely cultural: the "beasts" become
"tame animals" because that is what is required for
their handling, the workers' daily jobs and their
exhibition to the public. The loss of independence in terms of hunting for food, social relations and
reproduction - creates dependent animals that
cannot develop their instincts or personalities.

the visitors, and whatusesthey make of BZ. Find
out whether visitors learn about wildlife and the
conservation of biodiversity.
...Determine whether BZ's visitors have absorbed
the relevant topics established as fundamental in
Law 31/2003 of 27 October (art. 4b) for
environmental awareness.
...Ascertain citizens' perspectives of the Zoo and
how they identify with it.
...Find out whether citizens would agree with a
hypothetical restructuring of the Zoo featuring only
autochthonous animals.
...Analyse citizens' priorities for a hypothetical
restructuring of BZ.
To such end, two questionnaires were carried out:
the first at the entrance to BZ at weekends, days
when there is a greater visitor footfall. The second
was carried out on working days at different
locations in Barcelona.
It is worth highlighting that no scientific bibliography
has been found with a similar background to the
proposal of this research. The authors cited
throughout this study explore the topic in a general
manner and support the findings. In this respect, the
study can be associated with the new field of
research known as Animal Studies or Human
Animal Studies, which, from an interdisciplinary
perspective, relates to the relationship between
humankind and animals.
From an anthrozoological perspective, it could be
understood that the relationship between zoo
animals and
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HYPOTHESIS
QUESTIONNAIRES A AND B

FOR

Why and for what do people go to the zoo? What
knowledge do they acquire? What purpose does it
serve for visitors? These are the initial research
questions. The central hypothesis explored has
been that visitors go to BZ in search of
entertainment and leisure.
The study has employed a non-experimental
descriptive
methodology
that
uses
two
questionnaires as the main tools for gathering
information.
For
Questionnaire
A,
400
questionnaires were carried out, 392 of which were
valid. For Questionnaire B, 160 were carried out,
149 of which were valid. The usual survey technique
procedures were used. The questionnaires were
subsequently numbered, and the variables coded
and recorded. The data was recorded, frequencies
and percentages were detailed in a table, and lastly
the analysis was compared to contingency tables
and chi-square tests. The descriptive analysis was
conducted in this order so as tointerpret the data
which, given the size of the sample, was highly
relevant. The computer system SPSS 12 was used
to handle the statistics.
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1. S C IE NT IF I C
MET H O D OL O GY
AN D P R O CE DU RE S
OF T HE S TU DY:
OBJ E CTI V E S,
HY P OT HE S I S A N D
AN ALY S IS
MET H O D OL O GY

SAMPLE AND DIMENSIONS
To select the sample, the Spanish legal age of 18
was taken into account:this is the minimum age for
a person having reached intellectual maturity and
when they are acknowledged to have the rights and
obligations of a "citizen". The sample size for
Questionnaire A was 384 questionnaires, a number
exceeded by the total valid questionnaires, which
was 392. For Questionnaire B, it is not possible to
determine the sample size given the high number of
possible respondents, so the results are taken as
approximations.
The dimensions studied relating to visitors'
motivations for visiting BZ and its uses to them are:
VISITOR. This dimension analyses who BZ's
visitors are and what their characteristics are. The
indicators are:
a) Sex
b) Age
c) Level of education
d) BZ member (only in Questionnaire A).
As an exception, Questionnaire B asked about
place of residence.
TYPE OF VISIT.This dimension analyses the
structure of visits to BZ, according to the following
indicators:
a) Frequency of visits
b) Duration
c) Day of visit (only in Questionnaire A)
d) Seasonality (only in Questionnaire A)
INTEREST AND MOTIVATION.This dimension
analyses whether the respondent shows an interest
in obtaining knowledge, using different indicators:
a) Open question to understand why the
respondent has decided to visit BZ
b) Reading of information panels
c) Number of information panels read
KNOWLEDGE. We would like to find out the level of
knowledge that visitors gain independently by using
the information panels at BZ. We also wish
toascertain whether visitors absorb the educational
and informative aspects that are essential for raising
public awareness of the environment. The indicators
used are:
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a) Open question regardingfactsremembered
from the information panels.
b) Attitude towards knowledge gained after
reading the information panels.
c) Multiple-choice question on whether there is an
awareness of having received information on the
following topics:
...Conservation of the world's main ecosystems.
...The different degrees of threat of extinction for the
species exhibited.
...The programmes for breeding and reintroducing
species at BZ that are in danger of extinction.
...BZ's collaboration with educational entities
and those that raise awareness aboutwildlife
conservation.

PERCEPTIONS. By analysing perceptions, we
would like to find out which positive and negative
aspects of BZ are the most relevant. The indicators
were:
a) Open question about the positive aspects of
BZ
a) Open question about the negative aspects of
BZ
AWARENESS. It is worth mentioning that this last
dimension aims to ascertain thevisitors' general
level of awareness about topics on animal
conservation and empathy towards animals. The
indicators used were multiple-choice questions
using a 5-point Likert scale
(1. Completely disagree; 2. Disagree; 3. Neutral; 4.
Agree; 5. Completely agree) about the following
aspects:
...The conservation of wildlife in their natural habitats is
very important for conserving biodiversity.
...Understanding the environmental needs of the species
is very important for their wellbeing at the Zoo.
...Animals can feel emotions similar to those of humans
but to a different degree.
...If it were up to me, animals would not be kept captive in
zoos:
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1. ME T H O D OL O G Y
AN D S CI EN TIF I C
P R O CE DU RE S
OF T HE
ST UD Y:
OBJ E CTI V E S,
HY P OT HE S I S
AN D
AN ALY S IS
MET H O D OL O
GY

2. QUESTIONNAIRE A
VISITORS TO
BARCELONA ZOO

The second questionnaire incorporated guidelines
by which to understand how much citizens identify
with the current BZ, and which model of zoo would
match their values. In addition, people who have not
been to BZ were asked why they had not visited.
IMPORTANCE. We wanted to find out how
important BZ is to citizens and how much
recognition it enjoys. To this end, a question was
asked using a 5-point Likert response scale (1. Very
important; 2. Important; 3. Neutral; 4. Not very
important; 5. Not at all important; 9. Don't know).

PREFERENCES.Citizens were given the chance to
list their preferences as to how BZ should be
shaped, according to the following options:
a) Type of animal display
b) Type of animals exhibited
c) Aim of BZ
ZOO OF THE FUTURE. In order to find out the
citizens' attitudes, hypothetically, towards a specific
change to the zoo model - in which exotic species
would be replaced by local species for subsequent
reintroduction into the local environment - a question
was asked using a 5-point Likert response scale (1.
Completely agree; 2. Agree; 3. Neutral; 4. Disagree;
5. Completely disagree; 9. Don't know).

INTERPRETATION AND RESULTS
SOCIOLOGICAL VARIABLES

VISITOR

Prior to analysing the different study dimensions, we
determined the sociological characteristics of the
population surveyed, based on the variables taken
as a reference (sex, age, level of education). The
descriptive statistics of questions one to thirteen are
then presented.

The majority of visitors to BZ are families (64%),
followed by groups (29%). We note that the profile is
of a group visitor consisting of more than two
people.

The sample contained more women (58%) than
men (42%). The age distribution is fairly
homogenous, and concentrated at 38, the age of
57% of those surveyed. The average age is 37, with
38 the most repeated age in the distribution. After
grouping the variable, the most frequent age range
is from "30 to 39 years" (49%) followed by "40 to 49
years" (30%). The sample's level of education
encompasses 49% university graduates and45%
with a secondary school education.

When analysing the frequency of visits, three types
can be identified: firstly, sporadic visits to BZ at
prolonged intervalsof two and a half years and
above (41% of the sample). Secondly, annual visits
(40% of the sample), and thirdly, in the minority,
monthly visits (19%).

30% of those interviewed are BZ members, with
70% of visitors interviewed not members in this
category. Consequently, for the research, the
member visitors represent a quarter of the total
population. In general, the visitor profile is as
follows:
38 years old with a medium-high level of education
and possibly a member of BZ.
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TYPE OF VISIT

The days with a greater visitor footfall at BZ are
weekends (86%) and holidays (12%), with fewer
people visiting on working days or during personal
holidays. In addition, visitors converge during
months that have better weather - spring and
summer - (84% of the sample), although there is a
lower proportion of visitors who go throughout the
year (15%). The average duration of visits was 5
and a half hours, whereas the duration most chosen
by visitors was 6 hours. After grouping the sample
by time, the sample is clearly split by "Full day" (6
hours) with 68% and
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2. QUESTIONNAIRE

the shortest duration "A few hours" (3 hours)
with 24%.

Recoded Motivation 1 graph

A V I SI T OR S T O
BA R C E L O NA Z O O

In general, we can see that the time assigned to BZ
comes into the category ofweekend activities and
spring/summer holidayactivities. It is an activity
performed once a year, once every so often or, less
often, on a monthly basis. In addition, this activity
tends to last the whole day or a few hours.
INTEREST
MOTIVATION

AND

In the open question "Why have you decided to visit
BZ?", the visitors' most repeated responses were
categorised. This then takes into account the two
primary reasons mentioned by visitors in each case,
creating two variables for eachreason: Motivation 1
variable and Motivation 2 variable.
Visitors' responses were, one by one, linked to
different response categories,which took into
account the concept they had expressed. The
remainder (i.e. the responses repeated less often)
were encompassed under Other motivations. The
variable was subsequently recoded and the
categories were grouped together in order to
express the results more accurately.
For recoded Motivation 1
99% of the sample responded (388 people).
Childrens' requests (32%) and Days out (20%) were
particularly notable.
For recoded Motivation 2
30% of the sample responded (116 people). Being
in contact with Animals & nature (29%) and Other
motivations (24%) were particularly notable.
Satisfying a specific interest depends on
fulfillingChildren’s' requests, which would imply
Days out and being in contact with Animals &
nature.
READING PANELS
As regards the interest shown in reading information
panels, 84% of those surveyed stated that they had
read the panels, while16% said that they had not.
Specifically, 46% of the sample stated that they had
read at least a few information panels (from 1 to 11
panels), 37% read quite a few (12 panels), while
16% of the population surveyed did not read any of
the panels, therefore demonstrating no interest.

Recoded Motivation 2 graph

Motivations of and uses made by
visitors

2. Q UE S TI ON N AIR E A

V I SI T OR S T O
BA R C E L O NA Z O O

KNOWLEDGE
In order to find out which information the visitors
remembered after their visit to BZ, an open question
was asked. The responses were collected in order,
and established in three variables created for this
purpose: Fact 1, Fact 2 and Fact3. As in the case of
the Motivation variable, the responses were
individually linked to different response categories,
taking into account the concept expressed. The
remainder (minority responses) were encompassed
under Other aspects. The variable was
subsequently recoded and the categories were
grouped together in order to summarise the results.
The results showed that 7% of those surveyed did
not remember any information, while
75% did express some knowledge. The remaining
18% of the population did not respond to this
question. Consequently, those surveyed who
expressed having learned an initial factcomprised
75% of the sample. Examples: "Something about
the habitat'; "What there is in each enclosure"; "The
animal's habits"; "Do not feed the animals"; "Do not
disturb the gorillas"; "Food"; "Name"; "We are
upgrading the facilities"; "Almost none", "Where they
are from", etc.

The second most remembered aspect for each of
these variables is:
In recoded Fact1:
Zoo regulations 11%
In recoded Fact2:
Species in danger of extinction 10%
In recoded Fact3:
Other aspects 15%
In summary, what visitors remembered most about
the educational content of the information panels
were concepts regarding General information about
the animals.
Examples: "Name and origin of the 'creature',
"Dangerous animal", "What they eat", "Cows,
buffalos"...
Recoded Fact1 graph

Of all those surveyed who responded,
52% expressed remembering a second fact.
Examples: "Do not approach"; "Something about the
tiger", "Danger of extinction"; "Do not touch the
animals", "Do not take photos"; "Something about
the monkeys"; "Endangered species", "The country
of the animals", "No shade", "The tiger sleeps
during the day", "There are different animals",
"Where they are from", etc.
Equally, 20% stated a third fact learned.
Examples: "Concert", "Leopards", "The zoo", "Some
information about the animals, about the
characteristics
of
the
zoo
animals",
"Characteristics", "Names, but not very specific",
"Food", "QR codes", "Protection", "Grasshoppers",
"Do not take photos", etc.
The most remembered aspect for each of these
variables, coinciding in all, is General information
about the animals.
In recoded Fact 1:
General information about the animals 62%
In recoded Fact2:
General information about the animals 78%
In recoded Fact3:
General information about the animals 59%
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Recoded Fact2 graph
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2. Q UE S TI ON N AIR E

Recoded Fact3 graph

Graph of Knowledge gained based on
reading of information panels

A V I SI T OR S T O
BA R C E L O NA Z O O

To understand the visitors' perception of what they
learned at BZ by reading the information panels,
they were asked to rate their knowledge on a 5point Likert scale (1. Nothing; 2. A little; 3. Neither
too much nor too little; 4. Quite a lot; 5. A lot).
The results show that many of those surveyed
responded with Quite a lot (32%), Neither too much
nor too little (29%), followed by A little (24%). The
least selected category by those surveyed was A lot
(5% of the distribution).
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It is important to note that the above results
revealed enormous difficulty in specifying a second
fact (only52% of those surveyed stated a second
fact). This shows that after reading information
panels, visitors have not gained knowledge about
the topics BZ poses.
The study aimed to find out whether visitors had
received information about the fundamental items
set out by Law 31/2003, art. 4b on zoos. To do so, a
multiple-choice question with two answer options
was created (1. Yes; 2. No).

Motivations for visiting Barcelona
Zoo:exploring its uses for zoo visitors and
citizensand citizens of Barcelona Zoo

2. Q UE S TI ON N AIR E

TABLE -Multiple-choice question items Law 31/2003 Art. 4b

A V I SI T OR S T O
BA R C E L O NA
ZOO

Information
YES
received

Conservation of
the world’s
ecosystems
Level of threat
to species
exhibited.

Captive breeding
programme at BZ
and
reintroduction
programmes
into natural
habitats.

Information
NOT receivedDon't
know

64%

In conclusion, very high response percentages are
most notable in the response 2 category Information not received - in almost all of the
question variables.

0%

36%

68%

32%

Practically 50% of those surveyed were not aware of
half of the fundamental aspects set out by law as
obligatory for educating the general public.

-

49%

1%

55%

0%

Anecdotally, during the data collection process,
many of those interviewed said that it was at the
dolphin show that they had learned the most and
listened the most to the topics we were asking them
about. This is because the trainer gave them a
detailed explanation of the animals' life at the Zoo.
Doctor López de la Osa, a specialist in the legal
system and the welfare of zoo animals, explains
that, “Live shows with animals are the most
applauded by the public, because that is where the
explanations given by the educators and those in
charge of the events, about the importance of
biodiversity, the animal's habitat or adaptation to a
specific environment,are recorded in the public's
memoryin a more active and practical way.” (De la
Osa; 2013:163.)

50%

BZ
collaborations
with educational
entities and those that raise

44%

awareness of
wildlife
conservation
The aspects that people generally denyhaving
received information about are:
...The conservation of BZ ecosystems 64% negative responses.

...Information about BZ's collaboration with
educational entities and those that raise awareness
of environmental conservation - 55% negative
responses.
...Breeding programmes andprogrammes for
reintroducing animals into their natural habitats 49% negative responses.
The aspect that interviewees said they most
received information about was:
...Degree of danger of extinction - 68%
responded affirmatively.
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From a critical perspective, it is contradictory to
expect an educational message in someanimal
shows when the message should insteadillustrate
the determining factors thatanimals removed from
their habitatsexperience. The problem is that the
information given about the animals comes from a
biological perspective: number of fins, number of
teeth, number of orifices, etc., as well as a
behavioural ethology perspective. This does not say
much about how the animals really are, nor how
they behave. The day when the animals' behaviour
is explained from a cognitive ethology perspective
(Bekoff; 1999) and not from a behavioural ethology
perspective, based on learning under determining
factors, the world of zoos will have taken a step
forward. They will no longer be possible in the way
they are today.
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2. Q UE S TI ON N AIR E A
VI SIT O R S T O
B AR C EL O NA
ZOO

PERCEPTIONS: POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE ASPECTS
Perceptions were analysed in order to find out which
positive and negative aspects are the most
important to visitors, and to gain an insight into
public opinion. The indicators were:
a) Open question about the positive aspects of
BZ
a) Open question about the negative aspects of
BZ
POSITIVE ASPECTS OF BZ
Regarding the positive aspects of BZ, the visitors'
most repeated responses have been categorised
using the aforementioned recoding procedures,
resulting in a fairly disaggregated response
distribution. The first two concepts that visitors
expressed were taken into account, creating two
variables: Positive aspects 1 and Positive aspects 2.
After classifying the responses by concept, there
were several response categories:
No aspect; Nice place; Rest areas; Children's
zone; Infrastructure for visitors; Cleaning of visitor
infrastructure; Species diversity; Exotic animals;
Farm animals; Dolphin show; Educational area;
Being close to Animals & nature; Seeing animals;
Species conservation programmes; New pens and
enclosures; Family atmosphere; The animals; Other
aspects.
This
producedthe
results:

aspects";
"Animal
facilities";
"Conservation
programmes", "Other aspects"; "No aspect".
This led us to the final results:
...Recoded

Positive aspects 1: Visitor
facilities(30%); Animals & nature (30%); Other
aspects (13%); Dolphin show (11%).
...Recoded Positive aspects 2: Visitor
facilities(33%); Animals & nature (29%); Other
aspects (23%); Dolphin show (7%).
In conclusion, the visitor facilities generallyranked
most highly among the positive aspects about BZ
rated by those surveyed.
...Recoded Positive aspects 1 graph:

subsequently
following

...Positive aspects 1: Other aspects (13%);
Dolphin show (11%); Species diversity (9%).
...Positive aspects 2: Other aspects (23%); Exotic
animals (8.2%); Seeing animals (8%).

171 visitors responded,mentioning more than one
positive aspect. This represented
44% of the sample. Examples: "Very good for
visitors, rest area with lots of shade", "Dolphinarium
and show"; "Clean"; "Everything is very good at the
moment"; "There are a lot of toilets"; "It's very nice
for children"; "Ideal location for walking around with
children because there are no cars", etc.
We subsequently grouped this variable into fewer
categories:
"Visitor facilities"; "Animals & nature"; "Dolphin
show"; "Educational
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Recoded Positive aspects 2
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2. QU E ST I O N N A I R E
A VISITORS TO
BARCELONA
ZOO

NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF BZ
The response categories for the negative aspects
were processed using the same methodology as in
the previous question, thus creating two variables:
Negative aspects 1 and Negative aspects 2.
Examples: "Admission price"; "Short shows"; "I
saw gazelles with darts"; "Neglected facilities"; "I felt
sorry for the animals because they don't have much
space", "I didn't notice much"; "Locked up animals";
"Small cages"; "If I had to say something - very
bored tigers and lions"; "Nothing, everything was
great", "Animals that don't move"...
Classifying the responses by concept again
produced several response categories:
No aspect; BZ admission price; Prices inside BZ;
Dolphin show; Queues to get into the dolphin show,
Duration of the dolphin show; Dimensions of the
dolphinarium; Works; Antisocial behaviour of visitors
towards animals; Perception of the animals' physical
health; Perception of the animals' mental health;
State of captivity; Sizes of cages and enclosures;
Absence of the animal exhibited and/or poor
visibility of the animal exhibited; Lethargy of the
animals; Accessibility; Other aspects.

together resulting in eight variables: Animal facilities;
Visitor facilities; Perception of animals' health at BZ;
Price; State of captivity; Dolphin show; Anti-social
behaviour of visitors towards the animals.
Results:
...Recoded Negative aspects 1: Animal facilities
(30%); Other aspects (16%); Perception of animals'
health (15%), State of captivity(10%).
...Recoded Negative aspects 2: Animal facilities
(32%); Other aspects (20%); Perception of animals'
health(19%); Prices(15%).

In conclusion, according to the sample, there are
manyaspects of BZ that visitors liked the least.
However, theseare mainly focussed on the following
aspects in this order: 1) Animal facilities; 2) Other
aspects; 3) Perception of the animals' health; 4)
State of captivity of the animals; 5) Prices.
Recoded Negative aspects 1 graph

The results of this distribution were very
disaggregated.As such, the percentages are low
and several categories should be considered
noteworthy. However, 96% of those surveyed
responded by providing one or other negative
aspect, representing high participation in this
question.
For Negative aspects 1:Sizes of the cages and
enclosures at BZ - 16%; State of captivity of the
animals - 10%; Other aspects - 10%; No aspect 7%; Perception of the animals' physical health - 7%;
Prices inside BZ - 6%.
For Negative aspects 2:Other aspects 18%; Sizes of the cages and enclosures at BZ 16%; Perception of the animals' physical health 8%; Perception of the animals' mental health 8%; Cleanliness of cages and
enclosures - 7%.49% of the sample
gave a second negative aspect about
BZ.
Examples: "The price of drinks, photos, everything
was expensive"; "Animals without much space"; "It
is a shame to see animals locked up"; "It stinks!";
"Apathetic animals"; "Sad animals"; "Not enough
animals"; "Many parts undergoing works"; "I saw a
monkey
that
wanted
toescape";
"Small
dolphinarium", etc.

The variables were subsequently grouped
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Those surveyed entered the Zoo without any prior
knowledge of zoology or biology; in many cases
visitors did not know about the diversity they would
encounter. However, they left BZ with the
impression that the animals were not in good
condition at BZ due todetermining factors which did
not promote the animals' wellbeing. In other words,
certain aspects of the surroundings did not take into
account the specific ethology of each species. BZ
has upgraded many of the animals' cages and
facilities. However, it has not managed to prevent
visitors from perceiving a lack of wellbeing amongst
the animals. This leads us to believe that there are
enrichment measures or factors to improve the
animals' wellbeing that are not being implemented.
Or, if they are, these are not functioning as they
shouldfor some reason.

AWARENESS
In order to find out about the attitudes of those
surveyed as regards different aspects relating to
species conservation and empathic attitudes
towards animals, a 5-point Likert scale (1.
Completely disagree; 2. Disagree, 3. Neutral; 4.
Agree; 5. Completely agree) was used to determine
the most common attitude towards these questions.
Results:

To recode these last four variables, they were
grouped into three response categories: 1. Agree, 2.
Neutral, 3. Disagree.
The conservation of wildlife in their natural habitats
is very important for conserving biodiversity: 95% of
the responses agreed. Understanding the
environmental needs of the species is very
important for their wellbeing at the Zoo: 96% of the
responses agreed.
Animals can feel emotions similar to those of
humans but to a different degree: 94% of the
responsesagreed.
If it were up to me, animals would not be kept
captive in Zoos: 99% of the responses agreed.
Generally speaking, visitors are in favour of
conserving nature and feel empathy towards
animals. They even feel that wildlife should not be
kept captive in zoos.

In summary, the study states:

1.CD
The conservation of wildlife
in their natural habitats
is very important for conserving

2.D

3.I

4A

4A

-

-

21%

74%

-

-

20%

76%

-

-

34%

60%

23%

-

35%

28%

biodiversity

Understanding the environmental needs
of species is very important
for their wellbeing at the Zoo.

Animals can feel emotions similar to those
of humans but to a different degree.

If it were up to me, animals would not
be kept captive in zoos -
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SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUESTIONNAIRE A VARIABLES
Reading of panels and age graph
Beyond the results obtained in the sample, the data
we offer below shows the non-random relationships
between variables resulting from crossovers
between them in the contingency tables.
READING THE PANELS AND AGE
It was determined that Age is related toReading
information panels. Specifically, it begins to showin
the age range 30-39, followed by 40-49. These age
ranges correspond to the ages at which people are
parents to children aged 3-6 who still need people to
read for them. In Spain specifically, the average age
of parenthood is 31.3 years for women and 34 years
for men (Spanish National Institute of Statistics).
Recoded Motivation 1 and Age graph

RECODED MOTIVATION 1 AND AGE
The motivation for visiting BZ depends on the age of
the visitors. Motivations will be subject to the needs
viewed as essential at each stage of life. This
relationship is not coincidental; rather it serves a
very specific group that demands outdoor leisure
and responds to: Children’s' requests, Days out
and Educational visits. We may then interpret that,
in part, the final decision is not made entirely by the
consumer decision-makers (adults aged 30-39 and
40-49), but rather that it is the children who
determine the visit to BZ.

NUMBER OF
MEMBERS

PANELS

READ

AND

The relationship between the Number of panels
read and Members is noteworthy, given that it was
precisely the non-members who stated that they
had read most panels in all response ranges.By
contrast, members are prominent at the 4-7 panels
read range with 32% of the member category
distribution.
Consequently, it is the members who read the least
information panels. This helps us to understand the
general use made of BZ and how itis provided: for
leisure and entertainment, although this is described
by the visitors in view of an educational purpose that
is not fulfilled.
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RECODED MOTIVATION 1 AND MEMBERS
The motivation for visiting BZ is directly related to
the possibility of being a member. For BZ members,
the main motivation is Children’s requests (41%)
and Days out (27%). Non-members are motivated
by Children’s requests (29%) and Educational trips
(19%). It is noteworthy that non-members are
motivated by a higher number of interests
(categories) than members who exhibit the main
motivations.
As a result,it can be observed that members are
very interested in visiting BZ - for a lower price and
with a greater likelihood of visiting morefrequently because of their two main motivations: Children's
requests, Days out and, we sense, passing the
time. Also, non-members have a greater number of
interests motivating them to go to BZ.

RECODED
NUMBER
PANELS READ
AND DURATION OF VISIT

Recoded Number of panels
and
Duration of visit

OF

According to the recoded Duration of the visit, those
who read the most information panels (over 15
panels) were those who spent the whole day there.
Skipping to the results, we know that the people
who spend the most time at BZ are those who visit
every two and a half years or more. Consequently,
those who read more panels spend a longer visit,
and, in addition, visit BZ annually and/or at intervals
of two and a half years or more.

RECODED
NUMBER
OF
PANELS READ
AND LEVEL OF EDUCATION
Those who said they read more information panels
correspond to a secondary school level of
education, followed by university graduates. There
is an inverse relationship between these two
variables: the more panels read, the lower the level
of education tends to be;the fewer panels read, the
higher the level of education tends to be.
Based on the results obtained, it appears that those
with a university education consider the information
offered by BZ's information panels to be irrelevant.
By contrast, visitors with a lower level of education
tend to pay more attention, as they are the more
active readers. However, overall, as verified, they
do not remember specific aspects of the information
read.
17
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Season 1 and Type of visitor graph

SEASON AND COMPANY
People choose to visit BZ most in spring.This
season brings together the majority of the sample.
The visitors who use BZ the most during this period
are families and groups. Families who visit BZ every
season figure in second place. We established that
there are two types of group visits, specifically
family visits:
- Families – majority user - who visit
BZ in spring.
- Families – majority user - visit BZ all seasons.

RECODED DURATION OF VISIT AND
MOTIVATION 1
The visitors who spend the most time at the Zoo
have a greater interest in the three first categories:
Children's requests, Days out and Educational trips.
Visitors who spend less time at the Zoodisplay the
same order of motivations, except in the case of half
day visits,in which educational motivesdo not
feature.

Duration of visit and Motivation 1 graph
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RECODED DURATION OF VISIT AND
MOTIVATION 2
As in the preceding section, the Duration of the visit
and Motivation 2 are significantly related. In this
case, the dependence between the Duration of the
visit and motivations can be explained by secondary
motives. These are also important for visitors, and
highlighted in this order:

admission price. In some services, this acts as a
barrier to access. However, for Zoo visitors this is
generally not the case. Children’s' requests carry
more weight in decision-making than the price.
Payment for this service is not a determining factor;
rather it is the idea of providing this service to
children, something which has an extensive
emotional and cultural basis.
Price promotion indicators do not result in spending
more time at the Zoo; rather they act as an incentive
for its most numerous visitors - families - who, in
turn, spend longer therefor reasons related to
keeping children occupied.

1) Seeing animals
2) Educational trip
3) Children's requests
Consequently, the determining factor in the type of
visit is that it is of a prolonged duration.This is
because the more time spent at BZ suggestsgreater
importance attached to Children's requests, Seeing
animals and Educational trips.The latter is
understood to be an informal part of learning
through leisure and entertainment. On the other
hand, the verylast motivation for going to the zoo is
the

The remainder of visitors, who are not accompanied
by children,spend less time there. They
seekproximity to Nature and animals, as well as
Days out or passing the time.

Recoded duration of visit and motivation 2 graph
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RECODED MOTIVATION 2 AND
RECODED DURATION

Recoded Motivation 2 and
Duration of visit graph

Recalling the relationships established in the
previous point, it is fully noted here that both
variables feed into each other:the Motivation 2
variable will depend on the Duration of the visit and
viceversa. Interest in Animals & nature is
noteworthy (29%), as this is what willdictate the
minimum visit duration of 6 hours - a full day.

RECODED
MOTIVATION 1
AND FREQUENCY OF VISIT
We established that the main motives for visiting BZ
lead visitors to visit annually and/or less frequently.
Interviewees who selected Children’s requests as
the main reason for visiting BZ are also those who
make a greater number ofAnnual visits and Other
visit frequencies (2 and a half years).
Interviewees who selected Days out as the main
reason for visiting BZ are also those who make a
greater number ofAnnual visits and Other visit
frequencies (2 and a half years).
Interviewees who selected Educational trips as the
main reason for visiting BZ are also those who visit
BZ the least, with Other visit frequencies (2 and a
half years).
In this respect, the Monthly visit frequency is
relegated to a minority third position for the three
main categories of the Motivation1 variable.
Consequently,
visiting
BZ
for
educational
reasonsoccurs very much on a one-off basis - as
highlighted in the Other frequencies category
concerning visits taking placeevery two and a half
years - and does not reflect the main interest for the
visit nor the size of the populationgroup in the
sample.
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ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE RESULTS
SOCIOLOGICAL VARIABLES
As in the case of Questionnaire A, the results were
first analysed by making an initial calculation of the
sociological characteristics of the population
surveyed,beforegoing on to describing the rest of
the variables. Albeit in a smaller volume than the
first, the sample for Questionnaire B is composed of
individuals over the age of 18, of which 64% are
women and 35% are men. The average age was 34
and the most repeated age was 22.
After recoding the variable, the ranges at which the
frequencies are most concentrated are18 to 29
years (39%) followed by 30 to 39 years (21%).
These two constitute 60% of the population
surveyed. In comparison with Questionnaire A, the
distribution focussed more on minor values, in other
words, younger people. As regards the level of
education, the majority have a university degree
(55%) or secondary education (42%);the levels of
education are high.
54% of those interviewed were residents of the city
of Barcelona. The highest percentages were those
from the district of Eixample (24%) and of
SantAndreu (17%). Those surveyed who resided
outside of the city composed 46% of the sample; the
highest percentages comprised people from the
metropolitan area (42%) together with people from
other locations (57%). Overall the sample is
composed of possible and potential visitors to BZ.

parents and/or relatives - reinforcing the belief. These
trips to the zoo, different to ordinary ones, even when
they could be carried out more frequently(such as
with the school and/or as children),are decisive when
it comes to people justifying the need for the
existence of such and repeating the ritual with their
children when they become adults. It relates to
childhood memories transmitted as a tradition by
important figures in one's life such as teachers and
parents. This forms an unbreakable connection
between people and BZ. This ritual presents social
values, given that they are symbolic expressions that
regulate certain feelings on which an orderly social
life amongst human beings depends. In the words of
Radcliffe-Brown (1996:180), the function of rites is to
"regulate, maintain and transmit from one generation
to another sentiments on which the constitution of
society depends". Attitudes and behaviours towards
all animals tend to be based on experiences in
childhood (Hall, et al.,2006:144).
Most of those surveyed recall having paid a
prolonged visit (61% - Full day); the remainder vary
between a few hours(20%) and a half day (19%).
The most popular visit frequency was Other
frequencies(81%), which encompasses all visits of a
frequency greater than, or equal to, two and a half
years. The data shows that visits to BZ are made on
a very sporadic basis, except in a minority of cases
in which visitors make monthly and annual visits,
which last the whole day or a few hours.
INTERESTANDMOTIVATI
ON

VISITOR
In the majority, those surveyed had visited BZ at
some point (87%). Those who had not done so
represented a minority within the group (13%). The
latter said they did not want to go mainly because "I
don't like to see animals denied freedom" (37%) and
“Other reasons" (26%).
It was found that visiting BZ is a generally and
widely accepted social act that has even become a
ritual. In this respect, many of those interviewed
stated that they had been once or twice in their
lives: the first visit was with school - the root ofthe
belief - and the second was with their
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The analysis of the motivations in Questionnaire B
points to different results than in Questionnaire A: it
concerns younger people, a group in which most of
the population has not yet reached the average age
in Catalonia. According to data from the Statistical
Institute of Catalonia for2013, the average age of
motherhood
is
31.6
years.
Consequently,respondents have not had to fulfil the
demand forChildren’s' requests or Days out. These
respondents were the ones who, in their day,
prompted family trips, and they carrytheir opinion
from that time. This is borne out by the data, which
reveals the most popular response categories to be:
Family outings
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(40%) and School trips(25%). Those who may

Recoded motivation graph

possibly have infant children and those who have
been to BZ for Days out (10%) and to be in contact
with Animals &nature (16%) have also been
represented.

READING INFORMATION PANELS
53% of those surveyed responded that they had
read the panels, 35% said they had not, and 12%
said they did not know if they had done so or not.
The percentages are very high, although in contrast
to Questionnaire Athere is a higher number of
visitors not interested in gaining knowledge by
reading BZ's information panels. We must
remember that the results of Questionnaire A
portray almost model visitors, in which 84% said
they had read the information on the information
panels.

Reading of information panels graph

NUMBER OF PANELS READ
As regards the number of panels read, the largest
group is for No panels (51%), followed by Many
panels (21%) - a recoded category that groups
together a number equal to and/or greater than 15
panels read.
It is worth highlighting that during the data collection
process, many of those surveyed explained that
they could not accurately express the number of
panels read, given that many years had passed referring to their childhood - since their visit to BZ. In
this context, it is easier to understand the figure of
9% of those who did not know what to respond Don't know. In addition, some of those surveyed
firstly specified that they had indeed read the
panels, although later they did not know the exact
number. This is a contradiction, and was also
reflected in the data.
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KNOWLEDGE

Recoded Fact 1 graph

When asked what information they remembered
from the information panels, 33% of the sample
responded by detailing one concept or anotherfrom
the information panels.Examples: "Where they live",
"Origin of the animal", "Beware of the lion", "Do not
touch", "Name of the animal", "Species", "Location
by species", "Origin", "Do not feed", etc.
Of that percentage, concepts associated with
General information about the animals (23%),
Nothing (11%) and BZ regulations (6%) are
noteworthy. The Don't know option is particularly
notable,with 57% of responses. Those surveyed do
not know or do not remember the concepts learned
during their visit, given that the vast majority had not
been back to the Zoo since childhood.
This question is a complex exercise for those
surveyed,but nevertheless it does not fail to show
that the educational content of the Zoo did not have
an emotional impact on those surveyed. The
educational value of the visit to BZ - at that time did not promote education to defend environmental
values. Zoos were created as places for
entertainment and leisure, and the matter of
environmental education and conservation has only
been formally introduced in the last 30 years.

Recoded Fact 2 graph

Only 15% of the sample managed to give secondary
pieces of information they had remembered. The
most commonly remembered factswere concepts
associated with General information about the
animals(11%), Other(2%) and Zoo regulations (1%).
Examples: "The characteristics of the animals",
"Food", "Origin", "Do not approach", "The smallest
monkey in the world", "What you should not throw at
them", etc.
Graph of knowledge obtained
from reading information panels

PERCEPTION OF KNOWLEDGE GAINED
BY READING THE INFORMATION
PANELS
The attitude of those surveyed regarding how much
their knowledge had increased after reading the
information panels was:
Don't know (58%), A little (13%), Neither too much
nor too little(11%); Quite a lot (9%); A lot (2%). The
high percentage of Don't know responses (58%) is
noteworthy, and suggests that it is caused by the
long gaps in the frequency of visits to BZ and a lack
of reflection on what was learned from the
information panels.
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Recoded Positive aspects 1 graph

POSITIVE ASPECTS OF BZ
The most positive aspect about BZmentioned
byinterviewees relates to being in contact with
Animals & nature (27%), Other aspects(17%), No
aspect (16%). Only 8% made reference to
Education and 1% alluded to BZ species
conservation programmes.
Examples: "Nature", "Outing", "Cleaning", "Seeing
mammals", "The variety of animals", "The children
learn, see animals"; "They are well looked after", "A
place to go with the family", "The dolphin show",
"The wolves, which they didn't have when I was
little", "It's great", "Nothing", "That the animals have
food", "Diversity of animals", "I don't know what they
feed the animals", "Finding out about animals you
don't see in the street"...
People who expressed a second positive aspect
about BZ represented 15% of those surveyed, given
that 85% opted for Don't know. The aspects they
highlighted related to being in contact with Animals
& nature10%.
In comparison with Questionnaire A, the positive
aspects are associated with being close to nature,
which is useful in terms of explaining the values of
the new generations.
Current literature places great emphasis on
interaction with nature because of its extensive
health benefits, both physical as well as mental.
This is the entertainment industry's future business
line, and somethingthat demand from zoo visitors is
geared towards: green areas and experiences
involving learning about nature. The reorganisation
of the sector largely depends on providing highquality services based on sustainability, naturalness
and respect.
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Recoded negative aspects 1 graph

NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF BZ
As regards what people like the least about BZ,
those surveyed mentioned the animals' State of
captivity at 32%, followed by Animal facilities at
19%, Other (12%) and the Animals' state of health
(11%).
Examples: "The animals are locked up"; "It's cruel to
have the animals all caged in"; "Seeing big animals
in small spaces"; "I don't like how they treat them";
"The wolves are in very small cages"; "A lot of
people"; "Neglected picnic area"; "It's expensive";
"Animals neglected: the smell, they don't clean!";
"Everything is under construction; I couldn't see the
animals"; "Sad animals in conditions that are not
ideal"; "It's a shame to see tigers locked up in
cages"; "Mood of the animals"; "I don't see it as
positive"; "They don't take care of the place, the
animals have nothing to do", etc.
These results prioritise the negative aspect of
captivity, whereas the results from Questionnaire A
primarily highlight the Animal facilities. It has not
escaped our attention thatcitizens place the state of
the cages and/or facilities before their concernas to
why the animal is kept captive. Visitors are generally
interested in animal welfare, as can be observed
from their comments.
Many of those surveyed (70%) did not give a
second negative aspect. Those who did - the
remaining 30% - focussed on Animal facilities (7%),
Other (7%) and Perception of the animals' state of
health (6%).
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Table 2. Multiple-choice question items Law 31/2003
Art.4b

in Law 31/2003 Art. 4b
To find out whether visitors had grasped the
information on the fundamental topics regarding
awareness of biodiversity and wildlife, the same
exercise was performed as in Questionnaire A i.e.
asking whether they had received information on the
different items. (1. Yes; 2. No; 99. Don't know).
�The informative aspects that citizens generally
denied receiving information about are:
�The

conservation of BZ ecosystems 52% had not received it.
�Information

about BZ's collaboration with
educational entities and those thatraise awareness
about environmental conservation - 44%
�Breeding programmes and programmes for
reintroducing animals into their natural habitats 44%

Yes

Conservation of
the world’s
ecosystems
Level of threat
to species
exhibited.

Captive breeding
programme at BZ
and programmes
for
reintroduction
into natural
habitats.

No Don't know

52%

38%

39%

33%

44%

36%

44%

38%

9%

28%

21%

The most unanimously received aspect was:
BZ
collaborations
with educational
entities and those that raise

�Degree

of threat of extinction of the species
exhibited- 28%

The Don't know response category is very high,
given that those surveyed had not visited BZ in a
long time. However, those surveyed ranked the
items on which they received information in the
same order as in Questionnaire A. This may
suggest that the information panel method of
communication has not changed in many years, and
people therefore remember that which is transmitted
in a better way.
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As in Questionnaire A, the aim was to understand
the attitudes of those surveyed as regards different
conservationist aspects and empathy towards the
animals.
Table 3.
surveyed

Attitudes

of

A 5-point Likert scale was used (1. Completely
disagree; 2. Disagree, 3. Neutral; 4. Agree; 5.
Completely agree) to determine the most common
attitude to these questions. The results demonstrate
that by a wide majority - 92% of cases - those
surveyed agree with the statements detailed.

those

CD

D

I

A

CA

-

-

22%

76%

-

-

24%

75%

Animals can feel emotions similar to
those of humans but to a different degree.

-

7%

36%

55%

If it were up to me, animals would not
be kept captive in zoos

-

12%

31%

47%

The conservation of wildlife
in their natural habitats
is very important for conserving
biodiversity
Understanding the environmental
needs
of species is very important
for their wellbeing at the zoo.

IMPORTANCE
The level of importance that citizens assign to BZ is
fundamental in understanding the priorities and
interests that may govern the city of Barcelona with
respect to zoos. The results show that BZ is
important to a third of the population (36%), but it
has no importance for the rest of those surveyed
(64%). The percentages are very high in the two
categories, and as such interests are very polarised.
In order to improve this non-explicit conflict of
interest between citizens, the institutions should
seek a zoo model that represents all or most of the
people's interests: make BZ a place for public use,
of educational and scientific relevance, as well as a
place for family leisure time. It is inevitable for BZ to
adapt to the new global
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trends of awareness about wild animals from a
humanitarian perspective, so that, in this field too,
Barcelona can be "the finest store in the world".
Such evolution would involve a 360º shift towards a
different philosophy, mission and values: educating
the general public from an emotional, cognitive and
social perspective. Psychologist Daniel Goleman
(2012: 20-21) explains this on the basis of these five
strategies: 1) To develop empathy with all life forms;
2) To adopt sustainability as a community practice;
3) To make the invisible visible in order to identify
the effects of human behaviour on the environment;
4) To anticipate unexpected consequences by
developing the principle of precaution; 5) To make
people understand how nature sustains life.
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PREFERENCES
Relative freedom preference
graph

TYPE OF EXHIBITION
The preferred option of those surveyed was to see
animals exhibited in relative freedom (54%).
Secondly, a virtual zoo at 39%, and lastly a
traditional zoo at 77%.
Those surveyed prefer a zoo with animals that enjoy
relative freedom, relegating the traditional zoo
model to last place, and opting for the virtual zoo as
a second option. This highlights people's loss of
interest in seeing animals confined in enclosures or
cages.

Traditional zoo preference graph
Virtual zoo preference graph
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TYPES OF ANIMALS
When faced with a hypothetical change in the zoo
model, the top preference of those surveyed was for
All animals possible (39%). However, this would
entail an unrealistic collection of animals.
In second place, Exotic and local species (62%).
This is an intermediate category that reflects a
situation encountered in most zoos, and is therefore
habitual, familiar and conservative.
The third preference is for exotic animals (42%). It
suggests an attraction towards animals that
represent the faraway and unknown. Curiosity
about, and access to, scarce resources such as rare
animals and/or animals in danger of extinction, is a
key principle for capturing visitors' attention. This in
turn is a tool for attracting the public and increasing
the value of collections.

Exotic and local animals
graph

It must be remembered that exotic animals form part
of human life from childhood, thanks to stories and
legends. The result of this – not by chance - is to
have developed a special internalised appreciation
for them.
Local species 25% take last place. These are the
least known animals, with less striking colours and
fewer people sympathetic to them. The lack of
interest in these animals results from a progressive
loss of contact with nature in urban areas and the
shortage of content in academic curricula.
The results indicate contradictions, for example
wanting a type of exhibition that features animals
enjoying relative freedom whilst at the same time
wanting to house exotic and local animals. Putting
this into practice would not take into consideration
the vast differences in the natural systems of each
species and would not cater to their particular
needs. In general, there are many contradictions in
the results of this question. The visitors' lack of
knowledge about zoology, conservation and biology
is noteworthy, and as such it would be irresponsible
to argue in favour of popular wishes and against
expert opinion.
In this respect, philosopher Úrsula Wolf (2012: 213)
explains that for humans, some animals are more
desirable than others because of our aesthetic,
contemplative interest. In other words, attention falls
on the beautiful species, not the ugly. This cognitive
gap in the human condition is
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Exotic animals graph

Local fauna graph
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used in the entertainment industry, highlighting what
Wheeller (2005: 266) refers to as the "cult of the
cuddly" – the idea that the species people most
want to see in zoos are those that are particularly
friendly.

Biodiversity conservation graph

In addition, biologist HeiniHediger (Ellenberger,
1974: 73) says that certain groups of animals are
able to attract human attention: a) exotic animals elephants, camels, giraffes; b) big cats; c) large
snakes; d) animals that do shows and interact with
the public; e) animals' offspring and the smallest
varieties of species; f) animals that can stand up,
such as monkeys, bears, penguins and so on.
The results of the study are very close to Hediger 's
contributions. Citizens want
a zoo with the
"classics" - exotic and local animals - an
unconscious valuation in the most ultra-conservative
sense. Persistent education on an individual and
collective basis will be necessary in order to adjust
the empathic focus, so that the needs of BZ's
animals come before children’s wishes, the most
carefree and impulsive of the visitors.

Environmental and scientific education
graph

AIM
Given the opportunity to choose BZ’s ultimate aim,
those surveyed supported the Conservation of
biodiversity and Environmental and scientific
education in equal measure (46%). International
recognition takes third place (18%), while Financial
operation as an aim was relegated to last place
(89%). That the latter aim is the most widely
rejected does not go unnoticed: there are
indications that the for-profit objective is not well
received when it concerns a public institution at the
service of citizens.
International recognition graph

Financial operation graph
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ATTITUDE TOWARDS A HYPOTHETICAL CHANGE IN THE BARCELONA ZOO MODEL

The interviewees' attitude towards a hypothetical
change in the zoo model, in which the only animals
exhibited would be local species and in which
objectives would focus on local reintroduction, was
very favourable with 85% of the sample in favour.
The population surveyed feels uncomfortable when
looking at BZ's animals. They know that these are
not in the best condition, and demonstrate their
dissatisfaction by inclining towards a reorganisation
of BZ. People have adopted a more humanitarian
perspective, wishing for a decent and respectful
treatment of animals. As a result, these aspects
should be considered as the citizens' interests, as
well as social demands for a more ethical evolution
of the institution. The legitimacy and justification of
the exhibitions hang by a thread that connects the
animals' welfare with the visitors' perception of said
welfare.
The proposal to accommodate autochthonous
species only (no exotic species) is explained by the
fact that the animals will adapt better to the
environment: they will not suffer the inclement
weather of a climate that is not the same as that of
their bio-region. An example of this would be
accommodating a desert lion used to living at
temperatures of 50º in temperatures of 20ºC. This
increases factors of ill health, amongst many others.
In addition to being damaging to the animal, the
greatest criticism of zoos is that the animals are
kept outside of their natural surroundings and
therefore lose much of their importance and value,
which are inevitably diluted in the educational role of
zoos. (Turley,1999: 347)
Furthermore, the advantages of shifting to a model
comprising local animals is consistent with
discourse on environmental education and
sustainable development recommended by the UN
on the basis of Agenda 21 (programme 21, chapter
36, activity h): "Countries should [...] prepare
educational tools that include regional environment
and development issues and initiatives, using
learning materials and resources suited to their own
requirements". The former executive director of the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP),
Dr. Klaus Töpfer (2006), explains in the preface of
said programme that it "is by means of the simple
perspectives of the local environmental values that
we can aspire to promote activities, which,although
succeed in different
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contexts,come together to conserve a global
environment". Consequently, understanding the
local wildlife and raising awareness of the
environmental
problems
within
BZ's
geographicalregion would bring the public's general
awareness closer to the current perspectives of the
main international organisations.
Little by little, BZ is internally adjusting to this line of
activity. Proof of this is the new "2013-2016
Barcelona Zoo Sustainability Plan", which aims to
perform 32 actions for environmental improvements.
This seems to be the response to current strategies
by international entities: WAZA, IUCN and Agenda
21. Specifically, the actions they wish to implement
in the field of education at BZ are:
�To

broadcast environmental aspects of the Zoo
across social media networks.
�To train employees on environmental topics and
waste.
�To conduct educational programmes that include
topics of sustainability.
�To

form an environmental forum amongst Zoo
employees.
�To

support environmental policies being
communicated across all of the Zoo's activity.
Graph of Attitude towards
BZ
containing only local
species
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SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VARIABLES OF QUESTIONNAIRE B
RECODED MOTIVATION AND
RECODED DURATION
The data show that the reasons for visiting BZ
determined the duration of the visit. Specifically,
those of the longest duration were prompted by:
Family outings, School trips and being in contact
with Animals & nature. Those of the least duration
were Days out and Other motivations.
We must remember
Questionnaire

that

the

population

B were young people.This significantly diminishes the
importance of the data, which can thus be described
as Other decisions: it was parents and teachers that
determined said visits and their duration. In general,
for families and schools, BZ was a place to spend the
day or most of the day. As a result, this illustrates the
two large groups that literally give BZ life. Without
them, the meaning of going to the zoo would not exist
as such and would cease to enjoy the benefits
attributed to it.

of

Recoded Motivation and recoded Duration of visit graph
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and the Perception of the animals' state of
health as negative aspects.

TOWARDS A
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CHANGE IN THE
BARCELONA ZOO
MODEL

The different motives relate to the various aspects
perceived as negative. The type of aim involved in
visiting BZ determines the perception, or nonperception, of determining factors that can influence
interests.

In fourth position, interviewees motivated by contact
with Animals & nature perceived the Animals' state
of health, the Dolphin show and the Animal facilities
as negative.

Firstly, the largest group - Family outings perceives Other aspects, Visitor facilities and
Animal facilities as negative.
Secondly, the School trips group states that the
negative aspects of BZ were the Animal facilities,
followed by the animals' State of captivity. This
relates to the discourse of young people as regards
the negative values associated with the Zoo.
Thirdly, visitors who went to spend the Day out
perceived Prices

Lastly, the group for Other motivations perceived
mainly the Animals' state of health as a negative
aspect.
The Animals' state of health was the negative
aspect that almost all groups unanimously
mentioned. This highlights the fact that visitors
across the board, except for the Family outings
group, perceive the animals'malaise. It is noteworthy
that those surveyed from the School trips group
showed the most resounding, and almost entirely
sole, dissatisfaction with the animals' State of
captivity.

Recoded Motivation and recoded Negative aspects 2 graph
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IMPORTANCE OF THE RECODED ZOO
AND RECODED FREQUENCY OF VISIT

people (for 44% it holds no importance),whereas for
older people it continues to hold importance (15%).

The Zoo's importance to those surveyed directly
depends on the frequency of visits. For the majority
(61%), BZ is not important and their visits are
spaced out across years and/or occur annually. BZ
is important to the remaining 39% - they show the
same visit structure, but with long intervals between
each visit (of over two years) and monthly
frequencies (2%). Consequently, the visit frequency
determines BZ's standing in the eyes of the public,
revealinga lack of public usefulness and calling into
question perception of itas an asset to the
community.

BZ does not capture the attention or interest of
young and middle-aged groups. The values of the
new generations are not in tune with those
represented by the entity, and consequently neither
interests nor ideas converge. It is worth highlighting
that the target public of zoos are families with young
infants, and that this group (30 to 39 years old and
40 to 49 years old) does not attach any importance
to it either (26%). The "magic" of the zoo disappears
among the young generations, who are not
enthusiastic about keeping animals captive.

The importance that BZ may come to hold will be
the result of added value in its educational services
to the community. Placing more attention on
presentation and the visitors' interpretationvia
"appropriate interaction" (Hall. D et al2006: 149) is
key. This is substantially different to the traditional
relationship established with animals, in which these
appear simply as a visual attraction.
This appropriate interpretation is intended to
encourage the visitor to connect with the animal by
means of empathy: informing them of the animal's
individual story, its welfare needs, and behaviour
resulting from captivity, amongst other things. In
order for such an added value experience to be
successful, a non-omissive, coherent and direct
communication strategy must be implemented.Such
a strategy must above all be credible and enable the
visitor to establish meanings autonomously. At the
same time, it must give precedence to a high
degree of wellbeing and respect towards captive
animals - cages and enclosures must be spaces in
which there is no room for neglect, improvisation, or
a low budget. In this way, visitors and citizens can
accord BZ a sense of greater worth: BZ as an
emotional institution that places the emotions of
animals and humans on the same level and boosts
personal responsibility for environmental matters.
RECODED IMPORTANCE
OF THE ZOO
AND RECODED AGE
BZ's importance depends on the age of visitors. It
was found that older people regard BZ as important,
whereas younger people do not. Results show that
the institution has lost valueamongst young and
middle-aged
34

Recoded Importance of BZ and Visit
frequency graph

Recoded Importance of BZ and Age
graph
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL LINES FOR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT NATURE
In his book "The Empathic Civilisation" (2010),
sociologist and economist Jeremy Rifkin explains
that the latest paradigm of the 21st century is the
development of empathic awareness in the new
generations. This involves a profound change in
educational pedagogy and the restructuring of
programmes designed to bring about changes in
children in order to boost their ability to put
themselves in someone else's shoes. As the author
says, it is the capacity for cooperation and
understanding that leads to the development of
empathy and to the creation of more equal
societies.
According to the author, the scientific method of
illustration - known as the traditional way of
acquiring knowledge by compiling information,
observing phenomena, quantifying acts and
reducing them into parts - nowadays gives way to
the opposite idea: understanding the situation
holistically and integrally, given that the situation is
more than the sum of its parts.
Rifkin (2010: 590-606) explains that in the majority
of Canadian and American classrooms, they have
already incorporated this new curriculum, using
content related to empathy based on the project by
teacher Mary Gordon, "The Roots of Empathy".
Once a month, a mother enters the classrooms with
her baby and asks the pupils to observe how they
both interact. The emphasis ison students watching
how they communicate with one another and how
they respond. On this basis, each student shares
the feelings and ideas that they have detected and
is invited to explain their memories as a way of
integrating their own discourse and understanding
what the baby is feeling. During the school year,
students watch the baby grow and learn to see it as
a unique being that also has needs and desires very
similar to their own. This develops an empathic
relationship with the baby and with its mother at the
same time, as the educational process becomes a
shared experience in the classroom. The model
demands participation, collaboration, empathy and
effective communication between pairs, causing the
development of critical thought, social responsibility
and leadership to flourish.
Undoubtedly, this is an emotional education that
Gordon herself defines as "the ability to find
humanity in others" (Gordon, 2005:6).
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This model of observation could be modified and
adjusted to the observation of animals, provided that
it was not an intervention in their lives and society.
For example, using films, children could explain
what they have perceived. Ultimately, this would
entail designing an experiment geared towards
generating empathy in the general public.
By the same token, primatologist Jane Goodall
designed an environmental and humanitarian
educational programme, Roots & Shoots, available
in 127 countries. It is based on volunteer activities
for any type of entity or organisation that wishes to
implement
projects
based
on
protecting
autochthonous species and working to promote the
3 R's (reduce, reuse and recycle) to minimise the
environmental footprint. The programme is designed
tocreate responsibility and global awareness. It is a
way of facilitating positive and lasting change for
local communities, animals and the environment.
At present, international associations of zoos and
aquaria are adopting an educational perspective
based on human values, which has arisen for, and
in favour of, the new Millennial generations. This is a
generation that does not consume leisure and
entertainment like the previous ones. Instead, their
interests and motivations revolve around new
technologies,
immediacy,
"eco"
products,
companies that practise social responsibility and
support human rights. Consequently, the Millennials
will not want to pay for services that do not take
these values into account and that do not adapt to
their sense of identity. In addition, restructuring
zoos involves very drastic changes: change of
message, change of format, change in teaching,
change of interaction, change in objectives, and of
course, restructuring the training of its professionals
(a current example is that EAZA offers courses for
zoo employees and like-minded individuals,
including Developing Social and Emotional Aspects
into
Conservation
Programmes;
Educational
Concepts and Technologies; Communicating
Biodiversity though Visitor Engagement, etc.)
The same trend can be observed in the latest
projects presented in September 2014 at the IZE
Biennial Conference (International Association of
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Zoo Educators). The most innovative proposals
relate to education in zoos and aquaria, applying
teaching based on humankind's empathic capacity
and the introduction of new technologies outside
and inside zoo premises.
One such example is the LZS (London Zoological
Society), which promotes the SEAL programme
(Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning) by
means of activities or tasks that constitute an
emotional experience.
Groups of students who go to the zoo are asked to
be key collaborators in the animals'routines and
basic needs e.g. cleaning and feeding. The aim is to
encourage them to perceive, understand and think
about the living conditions of the confined animals,
and to encourage them to take part in improving
facilities in order to achieve greater wellbeing for the
animals, as well as greater empathic awareness.
The direct work with animals and cooperation
between pairswith shared objectives fosters
collaboration, team spirit, social intelligence and
empathy. SEAL is based on the book "Ecoliterate"
by social psychologist Daniel Goleman.
Furthermore,by means of its programme "Education
in Future Zoos and Aquaria: What will success look
like?", the Association of Zoos and Aquaria (AZA) is
proposinga system to measure the changes in this
industry and to adapt more quickly to changes in
visitors' behaviour, as well as the psychological
evolution of the "conservation"concept. New content
is also presented to convince audiences of the need
to understand our impact on the environment;
placing great emphasis on ethics and humanitarian
topics is recommended. Equally, technology plays a
leading role by means of augmented reality and
direct experiences with the animals.
Another of AZA's proposals that has been warmly
welcomed in the United States, France, China and
Hong Kong is the Children & Nature Networks
programme. It creates nature clubs known as
Nature Play Programmes. These are developed,
promoted and subsidised by zoo and aquarium
organisations in order to connect with all kinds of
families with young infants vianature-based
activities (forests, fields, beaches, rivers, etc.). The
idea is to promote regular and direct connection
between
the
infant
and
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nature, where they are guided by educators and
accompanied by their parents: paying attention to
sounds, feeling textures, sensing inclement weather,
and understanding animal behaviours, amongst other
things. The aim is for children to have fun and be in
contact with nature,anchored in a perspective of
respect and local pride. The programme is based on
the book by Richard Louv, "Last Child in the Woods:
Saving our Children from Nature-deficit Disorder"
(2005).
Lastly, WAZA's work is also noteworthy. With its
programme Biodiversityisus,WAZA has created
apps for mobile devices such as smart phones and
tablets to be provided to zoo and aquarium
audiences: content, posters, documentaries, QR
codes, social networks e.g. Facebook and Twitter. It
is acomprehensive stagingdesigned to make the
most of the opportunity to continue being one of the
best providers of environmental education and
conservationist awareness.
The UN echoes the worldwide relevance of these
issuesthrough the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP). This has created a manual for
teachers that emphasises matters relating to
environmental conservation using daily situations in
which students are allowed to express their opinion
and question the various situations shown. It aims to
shed light onunclear issues and approach problems
from different perspectives in order to generate
debate and gain awareness of the inequalities that
we establish between humans, the "more-thanhumans", and the environment. "There is a gap in
public knowledge regarding the critical role that
biological diversity plays in providing essential
elements for our survival and wellbeing".
In addition, the Biological Diversity Conference and
the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources) established the "20
Aichi Targets" (Global Biodiversity Outlook; 2014:
32) based on “Living in Harmony with Nature 2050”.
These were agreed upon and approved by
members of the Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD) in 2010. The fruit of this was the creation of
tools for achieving targets, including a kit from
CEPA (Communication, Education and Public
Awareness) for people who organise biodiversity
strategies and plans of action. They approach
education using a
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strategic plan for each specific situation, in which
actively listening to communities takes precedence
(in order to tackle their environmental problems), as
does anemotional communicative focus that will
encourage the message to last.
"The new biosphere science takes us from a
colonial vision of nature as an enemy to pillage and
enslave, to a new vision of nature as a community
to nurture. The right to exploit, harness, and own
nature in the form of property is tempered by the
obligation to steward nature and treat it with dignity
and respect. The utility value of nature is slowly
giving way to the intrinsic value of nature." (Rifkin,
2010: 589-590)
Everything suggests that the idea of zoos as we
know them today will gradually dilute, giving way to
profound restructuring that will lead to zoo models
that are more technological and welfaristby nature.
Zoos will be classrooms in which priority is given to
knowledge of the individual per se and knowledge of
the facilities as places where problems resulting
from the lack of environmental enrichment will have
been successfully resolved. Native species as well
as local environmental issues will take precedence.
Respect for nature will be the greatest
exponent,thanks to facilities that stimulatespeciesappropriate behaviours, preventing thetypical
illnesses seen in captivity - stereotypies, selfinflicted injuries, coprophagy, inactivity, boredom,
etc. - and other disorders resulting from enclosure,
such as emotional deterioration, disorientation,
uprooting from the animal's own social system,
stress and arteriosclerosis (Ellenberger,1960: 85).
The survival of zoos will depend onplacing human
values over the contradictions engendered bythe
zoos' very existence. New models will be sought so
that zoos retain public relevance within the major
cities. One example of this is the state-of-the-art
project "e-zoo", promoted by the philanthropic
Fondation Franz Weber to give people a greater
insight intoanimals' natural behaviour using the
latest
technological
developments.
The
implementation
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of such zoos will lead to more ethical societies, thus
guaranteeing the freedom of the animals and
species conservation in their own habitats. This is
essential in order to prevent a continued increase
inthe legal and illegal traffic of wild animals, to
ensurethat species do not become extinct and that
'collector's syndrome' does not flourish.
The hidden message of western societies
visiblethroughtheir management of zoos is this:the
private possession of rare resources merely for the
delight of a few. Such egotism will gradually be
replaced by a collective acceptance of responsibility.
The vast majority of zoos and aquaria across the
world are outdated and do not exercise their social
obligations. However, everything points towards the
change in model already being implemented: new
concepts, new content, new and more participatory
clear curricula (Environmental Education, Ethics and
Action UNEP 2006; Elliot Einer: 10), and new
technologies based on developing people's
empathic capacity.
In the words of Keith Wheeler - President of the
Education and Communication Commission of UICN
at CEPA - "If we limit ourselves to traditional
perspectives of communication and education, we
will fall short of our goals for change." (2006: 6).
Furthermore, many administrations are monitoring
this process with a favourable eye, particularly in
cities declared pet-friendly. It is vital to develop
empathy amongst citizens,to rebuild the true
meaning of zoos: an official authority recognising
and validating the benefits of ethical alternatives in
educational practices in order to change their
"cultural situations" and "self-validating reductions"
(Environmental education, Ethics and Action 2006;
Anthony Weston:14). From this, people can find
guidance for their social behaviour.
"An educational programme geared towards raising
public awareness of conserving biodiversity, the
fulfilment of which not only requires information
about the species exhibited but also educating the
public and institutional collaboration [...]" (VVAA,
2010: 64).
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Now that the research has been completed, it is
clear that the aims set forth have been assumed
and the hypotheses have been confirmed. The most
relevant data from the study are presented below.
The
resolution
of
the
main
hypotheses
demonstrates that:
the main motivations prompting citizens to visit the
Zoo - by'citizens'we mean BZ's target public
(families with children) and the rest - are
principally:children's requests, for a day out and to
be close to animals & nature. This shows that
generally there are no tacit educational motivations
for going to BZ; rather,that there are other reasons
for the decision.
VISITORS
Visitors to the Zoo do not remember or graspthe
fundamental concepts about conservationwhich
were provided to them during their visit. This is
corroborated by data from the results, in which
people wrote down clichésabout animalsbut were
unable to recall a specific sentence from the
panels.People remembered zoo regulations and red
signs for animals at risk of extinction. Consequently,
the knowledge obtained is not useful for educating
the public nor for raising awareness about
protecting biodiversity.
The visitors' commentsabout the positive aspects of
the Zoo highlight the fact that they attach
importance to the favourable aspects of the site these are based mainly around visitor facilities,
proximity to animals, and dolphin shows. This
provides clues as to the priorities to be met by the
Zoo. The internalisation of the Zoo's qualities - its
services and infrastructures - are key to justifying
the decision to visit it and make it part of family
outings. However, visitors do not like the Animal
facilities and received a bad impression of the
animals' health and captivity. It particularly notable
that the vast majority of visitors showed a
favourable attitude towards the conservation of
biodiversity, demonstrating an underlying desire for
the visit to servean educational purpose (for their
children),although the cognitive dissonances in the
discourses are very common.
CITIZENS
The Animals' state of health was the most negative
aspect that almost all groups mentioned. It is
noteworthy that it was interviewees in
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the School trips group who showed the most
resounding and almost entirely sole dissatisfaction
with the animals' State of captivity, except for the
Family outings category, who alluded to the animals'
health.
The opinion of Barcelona's citizens - a population
sample noteworthy for being young - has a different
opinionto that of the Zoo visitors. For this group, the
decision to go to the zoo was, in most cases, not
their own - rather it was their parents' decision, and
as such their motivations were Family outings and
School trips. They do not remember concepts nor
do they remember reading information panels. For
these people, the positive aspects of the Zoo relate
to contact with Animals & nature as well as other
aspects. They state that they do not like to deprive
animals of their freedom, nor do they like enclosures
and/or cages, or how they perceive the animals'
state of health. This new generation does not find
the Zoo important and the vast majority agree with a
hypothetical reorganisation, featuring local animals
to improve their wellbeing and reintroduce them into
their natural habitat. These interviewees show
wholly conservationist attitudes and display empathy
with the animals. The citizens' opinions of the Zoo
are critical and no longer reflect certain beliefs about
the education through the visit.
The training given by the Zoo is clearly insufficient to
be able to fulfil the regulations stipulated by state
law 31/2003, art. 4b. This is a fact that has been
demonstrated by the study.
Both questionnaires highlighted the fact that people
seek and want direct contact with nature. This leads
to an effective demand for high-quality green spaces
in the city. The Zoo holds, and is aware of, this
characteristic, and as such it is a "restricted access
entity" for those who are not families with children
and can afford it. The remaining visitors must
consider other options or pay the admission price.
The Zoo must be reorganised in order to adapt to
the new needs of both animals and citizens. Above
all it must take into account the maximum level of
wellbeing for the former, given that in these historic
times the zoo has reached its maximum point of
decline - something that can be deduced from the
information gathered in the questionnaire. The only
interest it holds for visitors is that - in one life cycle it meets the requirements for a family excursion
outdoors in nature, with animals that do not pose
any risk. Like a ritual, it teaches children a lesson
about the domestication of nature.
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QUESTIONNAIRE A
5. Who accompanied you on your visit to the Zoo?

VISITORSTO BARCELONA ZOO
QUESTIONNAIRE A

O 1.Nobody O 2.My partner O 3.My children O 4.0ther
relatives O S. Minors who are not relatives O 6. Friends
(adults) O 7. Don't know/no response

1. Are you a member of Barcelona
Zoo?
0 1. Yes 0 2. No

6. Why have you decided to visit the Zoo?

2. Generally speaking, how often do you visit

7. How long did your visit last? (hours)

Barcelona Zoo?
O 1. Once a month O 2. Twice a month

O 3. More than twice a month O 4.Once a year
O 5_ Twice a year O 6_ More than twice a year

8. Have you read the information panels on the pens and/or
enclosures?

O B. Other

3. What day of the week do you tend to visit Barcelona Zoo?

O 2. No

O 1.Weekend O 2. National holidays Q 3.Personal holidays

O 1.Yes -> 9. How many panels?

O 1. 1 to 3 panels

O 4. Working day O 5. Don't know

O 2. 4 to 7 panels
O 4. 12 to 15 panels
O 5. More than 15 panels

O 3. 8 to 11 panels
4. Which season of the year do you choose?
O 1 _Spring O 2 Summer O 3_Autumn O 4. Winter O 5_
Don't know

14. During your visit to Barcelona Zoo
10. What information do you remember from the
information panels?

did you receive any information about...

11. After reading the panels would you say that your

a) The conservation of the world’s main

knowledge of animals increased...

ecosystems.
b) The different degrees of threat of

Q 1. Not at all O 2. A little Q 3. Neither too
much nor too little.

Yes

No

Q

Q

Q

o

Q

Q

extinction of the species exhibited.

O 4. Quite a lot Q 5. A lot

e) Barcelona Zoo’s breeding and
reintroduction programmes.

1 2 . W h i c h p o s i t i v e a s p e c t s wo u l d y o u h i g h l i g h t a b o u t t h e Z o o ?
d) Barcelona Zoo's collaboration

13. Whichnegative aspects would you highlight about the Zoo?

o

with educational entities (un versities,

i

schools...) and those that raise
awareness(NGO's, international
organisations for the protection of nature,
etc.) for the
conservation of wildlife.

After visiting the Zoo,
What is your attitude
regarding these
matters?
CD: Completely disagree; D: Disagree,

I. CD:

2. D

3. N

4.A

5.CA

or
Don't
know/

N: Neutral; A: Agree; CA: Completely agree
16. The conservation of wildlife in their natural habitats is very important
for conserving biodiversity.

r:l

r:l

r:J

r:l

r:l

r:J

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:J

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:l

r:l

17. Understanding the environmental needs of species is veryimportant
for their wellbeing in the Zoo.
18. Animals can feel emotions similar to those of humans but to a different
extent.

r:l

19. If it were up to me, animals would not be kept captive inzoos.

r:l

DATA ABOUT THE INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWED

Sexr:l 1. Femaler:l 2. Male
Date of birth ---------------

LEVEL OF EDUCATION
CJ 1. Illiterate due to physical or mental problems
O 2. Illiterate for other reasons (not capable of reading or writing)
O 3. No schooling (have spent less than 5 years at school, not counting pre-school education)
CJ 4. Primary studies or equivalent (studies from age 6 to 12)
O S. General secondary education 1st cycle (studies from age 12 to 16: compulsory secondary education, basic
level vocational training, school graduate) and
6.

2nd

level

vocational

training

(initial

vocational

41

training,

first

level

technicalvocational

training,

music
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conservatory ...
o 7. General secondary education, 2nd cycle (high school LOGSE Baccalaureate[General Organisation of the
Education System Act], BUP - f o r m e r s e c o n d a r y s c h o o l c e r t i f i c a t e , a g e 1 4 - 1 7 - (with or without preparatory
course for university entrance examinations), ecclesiastical studies,REM - Middle Education Reform)
C 8. Advanced Vocational Training (VT 11 intermediate and higherdiploma)
e 9. University studies or equivalent (diplomas, degrees, engineering courses, PhDs, Masters, etc.)
010. Other
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QUESTIONNAIRE B

BARCELONA CITIZENS' ATTITUDES
TOWARDS THEZOO. QUESTIONNAIRE B
1.Have you ever visited Barcelona Zoo?

*Go on to Qu.20 if your response was NO to Qu. 2*
3. Atthat time what was the motivation for going to
Barcelona Zoo?
4. How long did the visit last?(hours) ------------

O 1. Yes

O 2. No
2. Why have you never visited

5. Generally speaking, how often do you visit Barcelona Zoo (including this visit)?

Barcelona Zoo?
O

1. I'm not interested in animals

O 2. I don't have time to visit it
O 1. Once a monthQ 2. Twice a month

O 3. I don't like to see animals deprived of their freedom
O 3. More than twice a month O 4. Once a year

O 4. Zoos are for children
Q S. Morethantwicea yearCl 6.0ther frequencies
Q 5. Zoos do not contribute to the conservation of nature

O 6. The animals at the Zoo look unwell
O 7. Admission price
O 8. Other
O 9. Don't know/no response

6. Did you read the information panels on the pens and/or
enclosures?

9.

Cl 9. Don't
know/no

During your visit to Barcelona Zoo did you

response

1. Yes

2. No

Don't
know

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

receive informationabout...

Cl l. Yes

12. The conservation of the world's

Cl 2.No->7. How many panels?
Cl 1.1 - 3 panels Cl 2. 4 -7 panels

main ecosystems.

Cl 3. 8 -11 panels Cl 4. 12-15 panels
Cl S. More than 15 panels Cl 9. Don't know

13. The different degrees of threat of
extinction of the species exhibited.

9. After reading the panels, would you say that your
14. Barcelona Zoo’s breeding and

knowledge of animals increased...

reintroduction programmes.
Cl 1.Not at all Cl 2. A little Cl 3. Neither too much
nor too little. Cl 4.Quite a lot Cl S. A lot Cl 9.Don't

15.

Barcelona Zoo's collaboration with

educational entities (universities, schools,
know
etc.)
1O. Which positive aspects would you highlight about the Zoo?

and those that raise awareness

(NGOs, international organisations for the
protection of nature) of the conservation of

11. Which negative aspects would you highlight about the Zoo wildlife.

After visiting the Zoo... what is your attitude to
these matters?

1. CD:

2. D

3. N

3. A

4. CA

CD: Completely disagree; D: Disagree; N: Neutral; A: Agree;
CA: Completely agree

5.
Don't know

16. The conservation of wildlife in their natural habitats is
very important for conserving biodiversity.

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

17. Understanding the environmental needs of the species
is very important for their wellbeing at the Zoo.

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Cl

18. Animals can feel emotions similar to those of humans but to a different extent.

Q

Cl

Q

Q

Q

Cl

19. If it were up to me, animals would not be kept captive inzoos.

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

*20. How important is Barcelona Zoo to you?*
Q 1. Very important Q 2. Important Q 3. Neutral Q 4. Not very important Q S. Not important Q 9. Don't know/no response
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